Plant Science Research Project
Section 1 – Materials
Section 2 – The Lesson
Section 3 – Data Collection
Section 4 – Presentations

Section 1: Materials
Research Cards
2‐5 Plant Cards
8‐10 Variable Cards
6‐8 Research Focus Cards
Log books 1 for each student
Research agreements
Research card support materials
Seeds for each of the plant cards and the equipment for each of the variable and
research focus cards.
Camera
Clipboards
Section 2 – The Lesson
Introduce to the class the project. Explain to them that the research guidelines are going to be
from the National FFA Agriscience Fair. The class will be participating in a research project.
Split the students into groups of three to five. How the students choose their groups is up to you, the
teacher. Students may work better together as friends. In a research project it may be more interesting
to ensure that there is a diversity of knowledge in each group. When the groups have been determined
it is time to choose the project.
Each group of students is to get a set of Research Cards. This is a part of the lesson where you can play a
role on which cards are available to certain students. Depending how you stack each of the sets of the
cards. When the group gets a set of cards they must divide the cards into the three piles of plant,

variable, and research focus. One student may shuffle each pile and then deal each pile separately to the
group.
Once the students have the cards in their hand they may play the cards on the table. The person left of
the dealer gets to play a card of any type. Then it is the next player’s turn. They can play a card of any
type. However, if they choose to play the same type of card as was played before they must have reason
as to why the plant, variable, or research focus is better suited for the research project. If a card is
removed from play the owner of the card gets to take it back to play again. Have the students repeat
this process until they are satisfied with the outcome. Each student group should end up with a set of
three cards, one of each type.
Groups that have decided their project can now plan out the finer details of the project. Such as what
needs to be recorded, how many plants they are going to grow, what tools will they need to record
information and so on. This is also the part where students need to develop a research question and
hypothesis.

Student groups can now be paired together so that the groups of students can propose their research
project to other groups. Some suggestions on projects may come out of this process.

Section 3 – Data Collection

Re‐gather the students in a classroom formation such that you can explain the wonders of how to
record data in a log book. Each day the students should record relevant measurements and brief notes
about each plant in the project. Also, an overall paragraph summarizing the day’s data will also be
required.
The next few class periods will be taken up by the students starting their projects. This could be by
simply planting seeds or having to prepare the variable for the experiment.
Every day have the students record data.

Section 4 – Presentations
The students’ presentations will be required to construct a poster that fits the requirement of the
National FFA Agriscience Fair guidelines. Students will present their findings to the rest of the class. Also,
you may want to hold a mini agriscience fair and invite science teachers, FFA alumni, or other faculty
from your school to evaluate the students and their research.

Plant Science Research Project Worksheet
Names: __________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

Plant Used: ____________ Variable Chosen:_______________________ Research Focus:__________________________

Research question:_______________________________________________________________________________?
State your hypothesis:_____________________________________________________________________________.

Project Proposal
Record how you will conduct your research. Questions you should address in the proposal are:
1. What materials will you need?
2. How will you prepare/set up your project?

3. How will you record your data?
4. What data will you record?

List the data that needs to be collected:
Data_____________ Units _______________

Data_____________ Units _______________

Data_____________ Units _______________

Data_____________ Units _______________

Data_____________ Units _______________

Data_____________ Units _______________

Plant Science Log book
Keep an accurate record of your plant experiment with this table. Each day you will need to write a
summary of what you observed and did for the experiment in a notebook. If there are any questions
refer to the sample logbook handout. Use averages to log about many plants. Use the top chart to take
data on your plants and the bottom chart to take data on one of the control groups.
Experiment Data
Date

Observations

Control Group ____
Date

Observations

Germination Rate Underground Mass Aboveground Mass

What is going on below ground?
How much of the plant is below the
soil line? This card allows you to
create an experiment about how
much of your plant stays below the
surface.

Some plants grow bigger than a house
while other plants grow no bigger than
the palm of your hand. This card allows
you to create an experiment about how
much of your plant grows above ground.

Research Focus Card

Research Focus Card

Leaf Quantity

Plant Height

Corn

Leaves are the workhorse of the plant.
When it comes to plants do the numbers
count for something This card allows
you to create an experiment about leaf
quantities. More? Less? You decide.

Height is a great advantage to plants.
The faster and taller the plant grows the
better chance it has for survival. Use this
card to create an experiment about plant
height.

Corn is a monocot plant that has many
uses. Today corn is used as a fuel as well
as a feed for animals. Corn typically
germinates in twelve days.

Research Focus Card

Research Focus Card

Why do some plants pop out of the
ground sooner than others? This card
allows you to experiment with how long
it takes a plant to germinate.

Research Focus Card

Cold

Dark

Heat

Sometimes plants need to be grown
early in the year to get an early start at
growing. With this card you choose to
expose your plants to cooler
temperatures.

Night time and a full moon have strange
effects on natural things. Explore how
darkness changes a plants behavior with
this card.

Some plants love the heat while others
do not. With this card you choose to
warm up your plant’s roots.

Variable Card

Variable Card

Variable Card

Light Intensity Long

Plants love light. It is a major
component of photosynthesis. This card
enables you to expirement with
giving your plant bright light.

Variable Card

Day

Planting Medium
Rockwool

This card allows you use rockwool as
Oh the wonderful joys of summer.
your planting medium. Rockwool is a type
Wouldn’t it be nice to have 16 hours
of mineral wool. It is made of man made
of sun all day and every day?
fiber and makes a good insulator.
Oh wouldn’t it be nice.
Use this card to give your plants 16 hours
of light.

Variable Card

Variable Card

Planting Medium
Sawdust Mix

Short Day Soybean

This card allows you to change the
medium in which your plant grows.
Mix potting soil with sawdust. A 1:1 ratio
of both should do the trick.

When you get up before sunrise and
you go to sleep after dark and are still
getting 10 hours of sleep it must be
winter. Use this card to give your plants
8 hours of light.

Variable Card

Variable Card

Corn Soybean
Corn is a monocot plant that has many
uses. Today corn is used as a fuel as well
as a feed for animals. Corn typically
germinates in twelve days.

The soybean is used to produce things
like vegetable oil and feed for animals.
The soybean matures in pods and
typicallygerminates in about
seven days

The soybean is used to produce things
like vegetable oil and feed for animals.
The soybean matures in pods and
typicallygerminates in about
seven days

Microwaved
Water

Does food ever taste funny after you
put it in the microwave? This card
gives you the power to microwave the
water for your plants.

Variable Card

